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INTRODUC TION 

The Oxford zoologist Richard Dawkins once wrote that it was “Darwin who made 
it possible to be an intellectually fulfilled atheist.” 1 According to Dawkins, the design ar-
gument had long been the strongest argument for the existence of God. After all, the bio-
logical world is rife with complexity, intricacy, and beauty—just the features that humans 
naturally associate with the activity of a creative Mind. But Darwin changed all of that. 
According to Dawkins, Darwin successfully showed that natural selection can mimic the 
powers of a designing intelligence without itself being guided or directed by an intelligent 
agent of any kind. Thus, living organisms may look designed, but that appearance is en-
tirely an illusion. The modern version of Darwin’s theory, sometimes called “neo-Darwin-
ism,” asserts that the wholly undirected process of natural selection and random mutation 
is fully capable of producing the intricate designed-like structures in living systems. As 
such, living systems can be explained entirely from the ‘ground up’ rather than from the 
‘top down.’ The design argument for the existence of God no longer carries weight. And, 
given that it was thought to be the best basis for belief in God, rational grounds for belief 
in God have now crumbled. On Dawkins’s view, intellectual fulfillment is reserved for 
atheists. 

Such is the general view held by a number of scholars, scientists, and members of the 
general public. Yet is it so? 

 
The Discovery of DNA 

Contemporary scientific discoveries now tell a very different story. When James 
Watson and Francis Crick elucidated the structure of DNA in 1953, they solved one mys-
tery but created another. For almost 100 years after the publication of Charles Darwin’s 
The Origin of Species, biology had rested secure in the knowledge that it had explained one 
of humankind’s most enduring enigmas. From ancient times, observers had noticed or-
ganized structures in living organisms that gave the appearance of having been designed 
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for a purpose—the elegant form and protective covering of the coiled nautilus, the inter-
dependent parts of the eye, the interlocking bones, muscles, and feathers of a bird wing.  

But with the advent of Darwinism, and later neo-Darwinism, modern science claimed 
to explain the appearance of design in life as the product of a purely undirected process. In 
the Origin, Darwin argued that the striking appearance of design in living organisms—in 
particular, the way they are so well-adapted to their environments—could be explained by 
natural selection working on random variations, a purely undirected process that never-
theless mimicked the powers of a designing intelligence. Thus, as evolutionary biologist 
Francisco Ayala notes, Darwin accounted for “design without a designer.” 2 Indeed, since 
1859 the appearance of design in living things has been understood by most biologists to 
be an illusion—a powerfully suggestive illusion, but an illusion nonetheless. Or as Francis 
Crick put, biologists must “constantly keep in mind that what they see was not designed, 
but rather evolved.”3

Yet in large measure to Watson and Crick’s own discovery of the information-bear-
ing properties of DNA, scientists have become increasingly, and in some quarters, acutely 
aware that there is at least one appearance of design in biology that has not been explained 
by natural selection and random mutation or any other purely naturalistic mechanism. 
When Watson and Crick discovered the structure of DNA, they also discovered that DNA 
stores information in the form of a four-character alphabetic code. Strings of precisely 
sequenced chemicals called nucleotide bases store and transmit the assembly instructions—
the information—for building the crucial protein molecules and protein machines the 
cell needs to survive. 

Crick later developed this idea with his famous “sequence hypothesis,” according to 
which the chemical parts of DNA (the nucleotide bases) function like letters in a written 
language or symbols in a computer code. Just as letters in an English sentence or digital 
characters in a computer program may convey information depending on their arrange-
ment, so too do certain sequences of chemical bases along the spine of the DNA molecule 
convey precise instructions for building proteins.  

Moreover, DNA sequences do not just have a mathematically measurable degree of 
improbability. Thus, they do not just possess “information” in the strictly mathematical 
sense of the theory of information developed by the famed M.I.T. scientist Claude Shan-
non in the late 1940s. Instead, DNA contains information in the richer and more ordi-
nary dictionary sense of “alternative sequences or arrangements of characters that produce 
a specific effect.” DNA base sequences convey instructions.  They perform functions and 
produce specific effects. That is, they do not just possess mere “Shannon information,” but 
instead what has been called “specified” or “functional information.” Indeed, like the pre-
cisely arranged zeros and ones in a computer program, the chemical bases in DNA convey 
instructions in virtue of their “specificity” of arrangement. Thus, Richard Dawkins notes 
that, “the machine code of the genes is uncannily computer-like” and software developer 
Bill Gates observes that “DNA is like a computer program.”4 Similarly, biotechnology 
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specialist Leroy Hood describes the information stored in DNA as “digital code.” 5

But if this is true, how did the functionally specified information in DNA arise? Is 
this striking appearance of design the product of actual design or a natural process that 
can mimic the powers of a designing intelligence? This question is related to a longstand-
ing mystery in biology—the question of the origin of the first life. Indeed, since Watson 
and Crick’s discovery, scientists have increasingly come to understand the centrality of 
information to even the simplest living systems. DNA stores the assembly instructions 
for building the many crucial proteins and protein machines that service and maintain 
even the most primitive one-celled organisms. It follows that building a living cell in 
the first place requires assembly instructions stored in DNA or some equivalent mole-
cule. As origin-of-life researcher Bernd-Olaf Küppers has explained, “The problem of 
the origin-of-life is clearly basically equivalent to the problem of the origin of biological 
information.”6 

Today the question of how life first originated is widely regarded as a profound 
and unsolved scientific problem, largely because of the mystery surrounding the origin 
of functionally specified biological information. This booklet will examine the various 
attempts that have been made to solve this mystery—what I call “the DNA enigma”—
and will argue that intelligent design, rather than an undirected mechanism that merely 
mimics design, best explains it. Indeed, as we will see, the DNA enigma points not simply 
to a generic intelligent designer but in fact to the God of theism. Thus, this eBook will 
argue that theism is the best explanation of the origin of the biological information neces-
sary for the first life on Earth.
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E ARLY THEORIE S OF THE ORIGIN OF LIFE 

Darwin’s theory sought to explain the origin of new forms of life from simpler forms. 
It did not explain how the first life—presumably a simple one-celled organism—might 
have arisen to begin with.  Nevertheless, in the 1860s and 1870s scientists assumed that de-
vising a materialistic explanation for the origin of life would be fairly easy and, therefore, 
they did not worry that one-celled organisms might betray evidence of design.  

Instead, scientists at the time assumed that life was essentially a rather simple sub-
stance called protoplasm that could be easily constructed by combining and recombining 
simple chemicals such as carbon dioxide, oxygen, and nitrogen. German evolutionary bi-
ologist Ernst Haeckel likened cell “autogeny,” as he called it, to the process of inorganic 
crystallization. Haeckel’s English counterpart, T.H. Huxley, proposed a simple two-step 
method of chemical recombination to explain the origin of the first cell. Just as salt could 
be produced spontaneously by adding sodium to chloride, so he thought that a living cell 
could be produced by adding several chemical constituents together and then allowing 
spontaneous chemical reactions produce the simple protoplasmic substance that he as-
sumed to be the essence of life.7 

During the 1920s and 1930s a more sophisticated version of this “chemical evolution-
ary theory” was proposed by a Russian biochemist named Alexander I. Oparin. Oparin, 
like his 19th-century predecessors, suggested that life could have first evolved as the result 
of a series of chemical reactions. Nevertheless, he envisioned that this process of chemical 
evolution would involve many more chemical transformations and reactions and hun-
dreds of millions of years. Oparin postulated these additional steps and additional time 
because he had a more accurate understanding of the complexity of cellular metabolism 
than did Haeckel and Huxley. 8 Nevertheless, neither he, nor any one else in the 1930s, 
fully appreciated the complexity—and information-bearing properties—of the DNA, 
RNA, and proteins that make life possible.   

Though Oparin’s theory appeared to receive experimental support in 1953 when 
Stanley Miller simulated the production of the amino acid “building blocks” of proteins 
under ostensibly pre-biotic atmospheric conditions, his textbook version of chemical 
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evolutionary theory is riddled with difficulties. Miller’s simulation experiment is now 
understood by origin-of-life researchers to have little, if any, relevance to explaining how 
amino acids—let alone their precise sequencing, which is necessary to produce proteins—
could have arisen in the actual atmosphere of the early earth. Moreover, Oparin proposed 
no explanation for the origin of the information in DNA (or RNA) that present-day cells 
use to build proteins. As a result, a search for pre-biotic chemical mechanisms to explain 
the origin of biological information has ensued. Since the 1950s, three broad types of nat-
uralistic explanations have been proposed by scientists in an attempt to explain the origin 
of the information necessary to produce the first cell. 

 

Theories of Chance 

One naturalistic view of the origin of life is that it happened exclusively by chance.9 
Since the late 1960s, however, few serious scientists have supported this view.10 Since mo-
lecular biologists began to understand how the digital information in DNA directs the 
construction of protein synthesis in the cell, many calculations have been made to deter-
mine the probability of formulating functional proteins and nucleic acids (DNA or RNA 
molecules) at random. Even assuming extremely favorable pre-biotic conditions (whether 
realistic or not) and theoretically maximal reaction rates, such calculations have invari-
ably shown that the probability of obtaining functionally sequenced (information-rich) 
bio-macromolecules at random is, in the words of physicist Ilya Prigogine and his col-
leagues, “vanishingly small ... even on the scale of ... billions of years.” 11  

Even so, origin-of-life scientists recognize that the critical problem is not just gener-
ating an improbable sequence of chemical constituents—an improbable arrangement of 
nucleotide bases in DNA, for example. Instead, the problem is relying on a random search 
or shuffling of molecular building blocks to generate one of the very rare arrangements 
of bases in DNA (or amino acids in proteins) that also perform a biological function. Very 
improbable things do occur by chance. Any hand of cards or any series of rolled dice 
represents an improbable occurrence. Observers often justifiably attribute such events 
to chance alone. What justifies the elimination of chance is not just the occurrence of a 
highly improbable event but also the occurrence of an improbable event that conforms to 
a discernible pattern (either what statisticians call a “conditionally independent pattern” 
or what I call a “functionally significant pattern,” i.e., one that accomplishes a discern-
able purpose).  

If, for example, someone repeatedly rolls two dice and turns up a sequence such as 9, 
4, 11, 2, 6, 8, 5, 12, 9, 6, 8, and 4, no one will suspect anything but the interplay of random 
forces, though this sequence does represent a very improbable event given the number of 
possible numeric sequences that exist corresponding to a sequence of this length. Yet roll-
ing 12 (or 1200!) consecutive sevens in a game that rewards sevens will justifiably arouse 
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suspicion that something more than chance is in play.  
Origin-of-life researchers employ this kind of statistical reasoning to justify the elimi-

nation of the chance hypothesis. Nobel Laureate Christian de Duve, for example, has made 
this logic explicit in order to explain why chance fails as an explanation for the origin of life: 
“A single, freak, highly improbable event can conceivably happen. Many highly improbable 
events – drawing a winning lottery number or the distribution of playing cards in a hand of 
bridge – happen all the time. But a string of improbable events – drawing the same lottery 
number twice, or the same bridge hand twice in a row – does not happen naturally.” 1 2 

In my book, Signature in the Cell,13 I perform updated calculations of the proba-
bility of the origin of even a single functional protein or corresponding functional gene 
by chance alone. (A “functional gene” is a section of a DNA molecule that directs the 
construction of a particular protein.) My calculations are based upon recent experiments 
in molecular biology establishing the extreme rarity of functional proteins in relation to 
the total number of possible arrangements of amino acids corresponding to a protein of a 
given length.  I show that the probability of producing even a single functional protein (a 
gene product) of modest length (150 amino acids) by chance alone stands at a “vanishingly 
small” 1 chance in 10164.  

Moreover, in Signature, I not only demonstrate that the probability of a single func-
tional protein arising at any given time is absurdly small, but also that the probability is 
extremely small even in relation to all the opportunities that have existed for that event to 
occur since the beginning of time (what are called the “probabilistic resources” of the uni-
verse).  I show that even if every event in the entire history of the universe (where an event is 
defined minimally as an interaction between elementary particles) were devoted to produc-
ing combinations of amino acids of a given length (an extravagantly generous assumption), 
the number of combinations thus produced would still represent a tiny portion—less than 
1 out of a trillion trillion—of the total number of possible amino acid combinations corre-
sponding to a functional protein—any functional protein—of that given length. In short, 
it is extremely unlikely that even a single protein would have arisen by chance on the early 
earth even taking the probabilistic resources of the entire universe into account. For this 
and other similar reasons, serious origin-of-life researchers now consider “chance” an inad-
equate causal explanation for the origin of biological information.14

Self-Organization Theories 

Because of these difficulties, many origin-of-life theorists after the mid 1960s ad-
dressed the problem of the origin of biological information in a different way. Rather 
than invoking chance events or “frozen accidents,” many theorists suggested that the 
laws of nature or law-like forces of chemical attraction might have generated the infor-
mation in DNA and proteins. Some have suggested that simple chemicals might possess 
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“self-ordering properties” capable of organizing the constituent parts of proteins, DNA, 
and RNA into the specific arrangements they now possess.  Just as electrostatic forces 
draw sodium (Na+) and chloride ions (Cl-) together into a highly-ordered pattern within 
a crystal of salt (NaCl), so too might amino acids with special affinities for each other 
arrange themselves to form proteins. Dean Kenyon and Gary Steinman, for example, de-
veloped this idea in a book entitled Biochemical Predestination.15

Ilya Prigogine and Gregoire Nicolis proposed another theory of self-organization 
based on their observation that open systems driven far from equilibrium often display 
self-ordering tendencies. For example, gravitational energy will produce highly ordered 
vortices in a draining bathtub; and thermal energy flowing through a heat sink will gener-
ate distinctive convection currents or “spiral wave activity.” 16 

For many current origin-of-life scientists, self-organizational models now seem to 
offer the most promising approach to explaining the origin of biological information.  
Nevertheless, critics have called into question both the plausibility and the relevance of 
such models. Ironically, perhaps the most prominent early advocate of self-organization, 
Dean Kenyon, has now explicitly repudiated his own and similar theories as both incom-
patible with empirical findings and theoretically incoherent. 

The empirical difficulties attendant to self-organizational scenarios can be illustrated 
by examining the structure of the DNA molecule. The diagram on the opposite page 
shows that the structure of DNA depends upon several chemical bonds. There are bonds, 
for example, between the sugar molecules (designated by the pentagons) and the phos-
phate molecules (designated by the circled Ps) that form the twisting backbones of the 
DNA helix. There are bonds fixing individual (nucleotide) bases to the sugar-phosphate 
backbones on each side of the molecule. Notice, however, that there are no chemical bonds 
(and thus forces of attraction) between the bases that run along the spine of the helix. 
Yet it is precisely along this axis of the molecule that the genetic instructions in DNA are 
encoded. 

Further, just as magnetic letters can be combined and recombined in any way to form 
various sequences on a metal surface, so too can each of the four bases A, T, G, and C 
attach to any site on the DNA backbone with equal facility, making all sequences equally 
probable (or improbable). The same type of chemical bond (an N-glycosidic bond) occurs 
between the bases and the backbone regardless of which base attaches. All four bases are 
acceptable; none is preferred. Thus, differences in bonding affinity do not determine the 
arrangement of the bases—that is, forces of chemical attraction do not account for the 
information in DNA. 

For those who want to explain the origin of life as the result of self-organizing prop-
erties intrinsic to the material constituents of living systems, these rather elementary facts 
of molecular biology have devastating implications. The most logical place to look for 
self-organizing properties to explain the origin of genetic information is in the constituent 
parts of the molecules carrying that information. But biochemistry and molecular biology  
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FIGURE 1. The bonding relationship between the chemical constituents of the 
DNA molecule. Note that no chemical bonds exist between the nucleotide bases 

along the message-bearing spine of the DNA helix. Courtesy of Fred Heeren. 
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make clear that the forces of attraction between the constituents in DNA, RNA, and 
proteins do not explain the sequence specificity (the information) present in these large 
information-bearing molecules. 

Significantly, information theorists insist that there is a good reason for this. If chem-
ical affinities between the constituents in the DNA message text determined the arrange-
ment of the text, such affinities would dramatically diminish the capacity of DNA to carry 
information.  Consider what would happen if the individual nucleotide “letters” (A, T, G, 
C) in a DNA molecule did interact by chemical necessity with each other. Every time ade-
nine (A) occurred in a growing genetic sequence, for example, it would likely drag guanine 
(G) along with it. Every time cytosine (C) appeared, thymine (T) would follow. As a result, 
the DNA message text would be peppered with repeating sequences of A’s followed by G’s 
and C’s followed by T’s.  

Rather than having a genetic molecule capable of unlimited novelty, with all the un-
predictable and aperiodic sequences that characterize informative texts, we would have a 
highly repetitive text awash in redundant sequences—such as happens in crystals. Indeed, 
in a crystal the forces of mutual chemical attraction do completely explain the sequential 
ordering of the constituent parts, and consequently crystals cannot convey novel informa-
tion. Bonding affinities, to the extent they exist, cannot be used to explain the origin of 
information. Self-organizing chemical affinities create mantras, not messages. 

The tendency to confuse the qualitative distinction between “order” and “infor-
mation” has characterized self-organizational research efforts and calls into question the 
relevance of such work to the origin of life. Self-organizational theorists explain well what 
doesn’t need explaining. What needs explaining is not the origin of order (whether in the 
form of the repetitive sequences of chemical constituents in crystals, or the symmetrical 
patterns evident in swirling tornadoes or the “eyes” of hurricanes), but the origin of infor-
mation—the highly improbable, aperiodic, and yet specified sequences that make biolog-
ical function possible.17

Chance & Necessity Theories 

Of course, many theories of chemical evolution have not relied exclusively on either 
chance or law-like necessity alone, but have instead attempted to combine the two types 
of explanations. For example, after 1953 Oparin revised his original theory of chemical 
evolution. In so doing, he attempted to explain the origin of biological information as 
the product of the law-like process of natural selection acting on the chance interactions 
of simple non-living molecules. Yet Oparin’s notion of pre-biotic natural selection soon 
encountered obvious difficulties.  

First, the process of natural selection presupposes the differential reproduction of 
living organisms and thus a pre-existing mechanism of self-replication. Yet, self-replication 
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in all extant cells depends upon functional (and, therefore, to a high degree sequence-spe-
cific, information-rich) proteins and nucleic acids. Yet the origin of such information-rich 
molecules is precisely what Oparin needed to explain. Thus, many rejected his postu-
lation of pre-biotic natural selection as question begging. As the evolutionary biologist 
Theodosius Dobzhansky insisted, “pre-biological natural selection is a contradiction in 
terms.” 18 Or as Christian de Duve has explained, theories of pre-biotic natural selection 
“need information which implies they have to presuppose what is to be explained in the 
first place.” 1 9

The RNA World Hypothesis 

More recently, some have claimed that another scenario—the RNA world hypothe-
sis, combining chance and pre-biotic natural selection—can solve the origin-of-life prob-
lem and with it, presumably, the problem of the origin of genetic information. The RNA 
world was proposed as an explanation for the origin of the interdependence of nucleic 
acids and proteins in the cell’s information-processing system. In extant cells, building 
proteins requires genetic information from DNA, but information in DNA cannot be 
processed without many specific proteins and protein complexes. This poses a chicken-
or-egg problem. The discovery that RNA (a nucleic acid) possesses some limited catalytic 
properties similar to those of proteins suggested a way to solve that problem. “RNA-first” 
advocates proposed an early state in which RNA performed both the enzymatic func-
tions of modern proteins and the information-storage function of modern DNA, thus 
allegedly making the interdependence of DNA and proteins unnecessary in the earliest 
living system. 

Nevertheless, many fundamental difficulties with the RNA-world scenario have 
emerged. First, synthesizing (and/or maintaining) many essential building blocks of RNA 
molecules under realistic conditions has proven either difficult or impossible. 2 0 Second, 
naturally occurring RNA possesses very few of the specific enzymatic properties of pro-
teins necessary to extant cells. Indeed, RNA catalysts do not function as true enzyme 
catalysts. Enzymes are capable of coupling energetically favorable and energetically unfa-
vorable reactions together. RNA catalysts, so-called “ribozymes,” are not. Third, RNA-
world advocates offer no plausible explanation for how primitive RNA replicators might 
have evolved into modern cells that do rely almost exclusively on proteins to process and 
translate genetic information and regulate metabolism. 21 Fourth, attempts to enhance 
the limited catalytic properties of RNA molecules in so-called ribozyme engineering ex-
periments have inevitably required extensive investigator manipulation, thus simulating, 
if anything, the need for intelligent design, not the efficacy of an undirected chemical 
evolutionary process. 

Most importantly for our present considerations, the RNA-world hypothesis 
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presupposes, but does not explain, the origin of sequence specificity or information in the 
original functional RNA molecules. Indeed, the RNA-world scenario was proposed as an 
explanation for the functional interdependence problem, not the information problem. 
Even so, some RNA-world advocates seem to envision leapfrogging the sequence-specific-
ity problem. They imagine sections of RNA arising by chance on the pre-biotic earth and 
then later acquiring an ability to make copies of themselves—that is, to self-replicate. In 
such a scenario, the capacity to self-replicate would favor the survival of those RNA mol-
ecules that could do so and would thus favor the specific sequences that the first self-repli-
cating molecules happened to have.  

This suggestion merely shifts the information problem out of view, however. To 
date scientist have been able to design RNA catalysts that will copy only about 10% of 
themselves. 2 2 For strands of RNA to perform even this limited replicase (self-replication) 
function, however, they must, like proteins, have very specific arrangements of constit-
uent building blocks (nucleotides in the RNA case). Further, the strands must be long 
enough to fold into complex three-dimensional shapes (to form so-called tertiary struc-
tures). Thus, any RNA molecule capable of even limited function must have possessed 
considerable (specified) information content. Yet explaining how the building blocks of 
RNA arranged themselves into functionally specified sequences has proven no easier than 
explaining how the constituent parts of DNA might have done so, especially given the 
high probability of destructive cross-reactions between desirable and undesirable mole-
cules in any realistic pre-biotic soup. As de Duve has noted in a critique of the RNA-world 
hypothesis, “hitching the components together in the right manner raises additional prob-
lems of such magnitude that no one has yet attempted to do so in a prebiotic context.” 2 3 
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THE RETURN OF THE DE SIGN HYPOTHE SIS 

 If attempts to solve the information problem only relocate it, and if neither chance 
nor physical-chemical necessity, nor the two acting in combination, explains the ultimate 
origin of specified biological information, what does? Do we know of any entity that has 
the causal powers to create large amounts of specified information? We do. As informa-
tion scientist Henry Quastler recognized, the “creation of new information is habitually 
associated with conscious activity.” 2 4

Experience affirms that functionally specified information routinely arises from the 
activity of intelligent agents. A computer user who traces the information on a screen back 
to its source invariably comes to mind, that of a software engineer or programmer. Simi-
larly, the information in a book or newspaper column ultimately derives from a writer—
from a mental, rather than a strictly material, cause. 

But could this intuitive connection between information and the prior activity of a 
designing intelligence justify a rigorous scientific argument for intelligent design? I first 
began to consider this possibility during my Ph.D. research at Cambridge University in 
the late 1980s. At that time, I was examining how scientists investigating origins events 
developed their arguments. Specifically, I examined the method of reasoning that histori-
cal scientists use to identify causes responsible for events in the remote past. 

I discovered that historical scientists often make inferences with a distinctive logical 
form (known technically as abductive inferences). 25 PPaleontologists, evolutionary biol-
ogists, and other historical scientists reason like detectives and infer past conditions or 
causes from present clues. As Stephen Jay Gould notes, historical scientists typically “infer 
history from its results.” 2 6

Nevertheless, as many philosophers have noted, there is a problem with this kind of 
historical reasoning, namely, there is often more than one cause that can explain the same 
effect. This makes reasoning from present clues tricky because the evidence can point to 
more than one causal explanation or hypothesis. To address this problem in geology, the 
19th-century geologist Thomas Chamberlain delineated a method of reasoning he called 
“the method of multiple working hypotheses.” 2 7
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Contemporary philosophers of science such as Peter Lipton have called this the 
method of “inference to the best explanation.” 2 8 That is, when trying to explain the 
origin of an event or structure from the past, scientists often compare various hypotheses 
to see which would, if true, best explain it. They then provisionally affirm the hypothesis 
that best explains the data as the one that is most likely to be true. But that raised an im-
portant question: exactly what makes an explanation best? 

As it happens, historical scientists have developed criteria for deciding which cause, 
among a group of competing possible causes, provides the best explanation for some event 
in the remote past. The most important of these criteria is called “causal adequacy.” This 
criterion requires that historical scientists, as a condition of a successful explanation, 
identify causes that are known to have the power to produce the kind of effect, feature, 
or event that requires explanation. In making these determinations, historical scientists 
evaluate hypotheses against their present knowledge of cause and effect. Causes that are 
known to produce the effect in question are judged to be better candidates than those that 
are not. “For instance, a volcanic eruption—rather than an earthquake—provides a better 
explanation for an ash layer in the earth because eruptions have been observed to produce 
ash layers, whereas earthquakes have not.  

One of the first scientists to develop this principle was the geologist Charles Lyell 
who also influenced Charles Darwin. Darwin read Lyell’s magnum opus, The Principles of 
Geology, on the voyage of the Beagle and employed its principles of reasoning in The Origin 
of Species. The subtitle of Lyell’s Principles summarized the geologist’s central method-
ological principle: Being an Attempt to Explain the Former Changes of the Earth's Surface, 
by Reference to Causes Now in Operation (1800-1803). Lyell argued that when scientists 
seek to explain events in the past, they should not invoke unknown or exotic causes, the 
effects of which we do not know. Instead they should cite causes that are known from 
our uniform experience to have the power to produce the effect in question. 29 Historical 
scientists should cite “causes now in operation” or presently acting causes. This was the idea 
behind his uniformitarian principle and the dictum: “The present is the key to the past.” 
According to Lyell, our present experience of cause and effect should guide our reasoning 
about the causes of past events. Darwin himself adopted this methodological principle as 
he sought to demonstrate that natural selection qualified as a vera causa, that is, a true, 
known, or actual cause of significant biological change.3 0 He sought to show that natural 
selection was “causally adequate” to produce the effects he was trying to explain. 

Both philosophers of science and leading historical scientists have emphasized causal 
adequacy as the key criterion by which competing hypotheses are adjudicated. But philos-
ophers of science also have noted that assessments of explanatory power lead to conclusive 
inferences only when it can be shown that there is only one known cause for the effect or 
evidence in question.31 When scientists can infer a uniquely plausible cause, they can avoid 
the fallacy of affirming the consequent and the error of ignoring other possible causes 
with the power to produce the same effect.32
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Intelligent Design as the Best Explanation? 

What did all this have to do with the DNA enigma? As a Ph.D. student, I wondered 
if a case for an intelligent cause could be formulated and justified in the same way that 
historical scientists would justify any other causal claim about an event in the past. My 
study of historical scientific reasoning and origin-of-life research suggested to me that it 
was possible to formulate a rigorous scientific case for intelligent design as an inference to 
the best explanation, specifically, as a best explanation for the origin of biological informa-
tion. The action of a conscious and intelligent agent clearly represents a known (presently 
acting) and adequate cause for the origin of information. Uniform and repeated experi-
ence affirms that intelligent agents produce information-rich systems, whether software 
programs, ancient inscriptions, or Shakespearean sonnets. Minds are clearly capable of 
generating functionally specified information.  

Further, the functionally specified information in the cell also points to intelligent 
design as the best explanation for the ultimate origin of biological information. Why? Ex-
perience shows that large amounts of such information (especially codes and languages) 
invariably originate from an intelligent source—from a mind or a personal agent. In other 
words, intelligent activity is the only known cause of the origin of functionally specified 
information (at least, starting from a non-living source, that is, from purely physical or 
chemical antecedents). Since intelligence is the only known cause of specified information 
in such a context, the presence of functionally specified information sequences in even 
the simplest living systems points clearly to the past existence and activity of a designing 
intelligence.  

Ironically, this generalization—that intelligence is the only known cause of spec-
ified information (starting from a non-biological source)—has received support from 
origin-of-life research itself. During the last fifty years, every naturalistic model pro-
posed has failed to explain the origin of the functionally specified genetic information 
required to build a living cell.33 Thus, mind or intelligence, or what philosophers call 
“agent causation,” now stands as the only cause known to be capable of generating large 
amounts of information starting from a nonliving state.3 4 As a result, the presence of 
specified information-rich sequences in even the simplest living systems would seem to 
imply intelligent design. 

When I first noticed the subtitle of Lyell’s book, referring us to “causes now in opera-
tion,” a light came on for me. I immediately asked myself a question: “What causes ‘now in 
operation’ produce digital code or specified information?” Is there a known cause—a vera 
causa—of the origin of such information? What does our uniform experience tell us? As 
I thought about this further, it occurred to me that by Lyell’s and Darwin’s own rule of 
reasoning and test of a sound scientific explanation, intelligent design must qualify as the 
currently best scientific explanation for the origin of biological information. Why? Be-
cause we have independent evidence — “uniform experience” — that intelligent agents are 
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capable of producing specified information and, as origin-of-life research itself has helped 
to demonstrate, we know of no other cause capable of producing functional specified in-
formation starting from a purely physical or chemical state. 

Scientists in many fields recognize the connection between intelligence and infor-
mation. They make inferences accordingly. Archaeologists assume that a scribe produced 
the inscriptions on the Rosetta stone. The search for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI) 
presupposes that any specified information imbedded in electromagnetic signals coming 
from space would indicate an intelligent source.35 As yet, radio astronomers have not 
found any such information-bearing signals. But closer to home, molecular biologists 
have identified information-rich sequences and systems in the cell, suggesting, by the same 
logic, the past existence of an intelligent cause for those effects.   

Indeed, our uniform experience affirms that specified information—whether in-
scribed in hieroglyphics, written in a book, encoded in a radio signal, or produced in an 
RNA world ribozyme engineering experiment—always arises from an intelligent source, 
from a mind and not a strictly material process. So, the discovery of the functionally 
specified digital information in the DNA molecule provides strong grounds for inferring 
that intelligence played a role in the origin of DNA. Indeed, whenever we find specified 
information and we know the causal story of how that information arose, we always find 
that it arose from an intelligent source. It follows that the best, most likely explanation 
for the origin of the specified, digitally-encoded information in DNA is that it too had an 
intelligent source. Intelligent design best explains the DNA enigma. 
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OBJEC TIONS & REPLIE S 

Argument from Ignorance?  

Critics charge that this design argument constitutes an argument from ignorance. 
They say that design advocates use our present ignorance of any sufficient materialistic 
cause of specified information as the sole basis for inferring an intelligent cause of the 
information present in the cell. Since we don’t yet know how specified biological infor-
mation could have arisen, we invoke the mysterious notion of intelligent design. On this 
view, intelligent design functions not as an explanation but as a placeholder for ignorance. 

By way of response, consider that arguments from ignorance occur when evidence 
against a proposition X is offered as the sole (and conclusive) grounds for accepting some 
alternative proposition Y. The inference to design as sketched above does not commit this 
fallacy. 

True, a previous section of this booklet argued that, at present, all types of natural 
causes and mechanisms fail to account for the origin of biological information from a 
prebiotic state. And clearly, this lack of knowledge of any adequate natural cause does 
provide part of the grounds for inferring design from information in the cell; but our 
“ignorance” of any sufficient natural cause is only part of the basis for inferring design. 
We also know that intelligent agents can and do produce information-rich systems: we 
have positive experience-based knowledge of an alternative cause that is sufficient, namely, 
intelligence or “conscious activity.” 

For this reason, the design inference defended here does not constitute an argument 
from ignorance but an inference to the best explanation. Inferences to the best explana-
tion do not assert the adequacy of one causal explanation merely on the basis of the inad-
equacy of some other causal explanation. Instead, they compare the explanatory power 
of many competing hypotheses to determine which hypothesis would, if true, provide 
the best explanation for some set of relevant data based upon our knowledge of the causal 
powers of competing explanatory entities.  

This booklet has followed precisely this method to make a case for intelligent design 
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as the best explanation for the origin of biological information. It has evaluated and 
compared the causal efficacy of several broad categories of explanation—chance, neces-
sity, the combination of those two, RNA world, and intelligent design—with respect to 
their ability to produce large amounts of specified complexity or information. As we have 
seen, the scenarios based on chance, necessity, the combination of the two, or RNA world 
cannot explain the origin of specified biological information in a prebiotic context. That 
result comports with our uniform human experience. Natural processes do not produce 
information-rich structures starting from purely physical or chemical antecedents. Nor 
does matter, whether acting at random or under the force of physical-chemical necessity, 
arrange itself into complex, information-rich sequences. 

On the other hand, we know from experience that conscious intelligent agents can 
create informational sequences and systems. Recall Quastler’s observation: “creation of 
new information is habitually associated with conscious activity.” Further, experience 
teaches that whenever large amounts of specified complexity or information are present 
in an artifact or entity whose causal story is known, it is always the case that a creative 
mind—intelligent design—played a causal role in the origin of that entity. Thus, when 
we encounter such information in the biomacromolecules necessary to life, we may 
infer—based on our knowledge (not our ignorance) of established cause-effect relation-
ships—that an intelligent cause operated in the past to produce the specified complexity 
or information necessary to the origin of life. 

Insofar as the inference to design depends on present knowledge of the demonstrated 
causal powers of natural entities and intelligent agency, it no more constitutes an argu-
ment from ignorance than any other well-grounded inference in geology, archaeology, or 
paleontology—where present knowledge of cause-effect relationships guides the infer-
ences that scientists make about the causal past. 

Of course, some critics would characterize the design inference presented here as in-
valid or unscientific because it depends on a negative generalization—i.e., “purely physical 
and chemical causes do not generate large amounts of specified information”—which 
future discoveries may later falsify. We should “never say never,” they say. 

Yet science often says “never,” even if it can’t say so for sure. Negative or proscriptive 
generalizations often play an important role in science. As many scientists and philoso-
phers of science have pointed out, scientific laws often tell us not only what does happen 
but also what does not happen.  The conservation laws in thermodynamics, for example, 
proscribe certain outcomes. The first law tells us that energy is never created or destroyed. 
The second tells us that the entropy of a closed system will never decrease over time. Those 
who claim that such “proscriptive laws” do not constitute knowledge, because they are 
based on past but not future experience, will not get very far if they try to use their skepti-
cism to justify funding for research on, say, perpetual motion machines. 

Further, without proscriptive generalizations, without knowledge about what 
various possible causes cannot or do not produce, historical scientists could not make 
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determinations about the past. Reconstructing the past requires making abductive in-
ferences from present effects back to past causal events.  Making such inferences requires 
a progressive elimination of competing causal hypotheses. Deciding which causes can 
be eliminated from consideration requires knowing what effects a given cause can—and 
cannot—produce. If historical scientists could never say that particular entities lack par-
ticular causal powers, they could never eliminate them, even provisionally, from consid-
eration. Thus, they could never infer that a specific cause had acted in the past. Yet his-
torical and forensic scientists make such “inferences all the time without worrying about 
committing fallacious arguments from ignorance. And for good reason. A vast amount 
of human experience shows that intelligent agents have unique causal powers that matter 
(especially nonliving matter) does not. When we observe features or effects that we know 
from experience only agents produce, we rightly infer the prior activity of intelligence. 

To determine the best explanation, scientists do not need to say “never” with absolute 
certainty. They need only say that a postulated cause is best, given what we know at pres-
ent about the demonstrated causal powers of competing entities or agencies. That cause C 
can produce effect E makes it a better explanation of E than some cause D that has never 
produced E (especially if D seems incapable of doing so on theoretical grounds), even if D 
might later demonstrate causal powers of which we are presently ignorant.  

Thus, the objection that the design inference constitutes an argument from igno-
rance reduces in essence to a restatement of the problem of induction. Yet one could make 
the same objection against any scientific law or explanation or against any historical in-
ference that takes present, but not future, knowledge of natural laws and causal powers 
into account. Our knowledge of what can and cannot produce large amounts of specified 
information may later have to be revised, but so might the laws of thermodynamics. In-
ferences to design may later prove incorrect, as may other inferences implicating various 
natural causes. Such possibilities do not stop scientists from making generalizations about 
the causal powers of various entities or from using those generalizations to identify prob-
able or most plausible causes in particular cases.

 

But Is It Science? 

Of course, many simply refuse to consider the design hypothesis on grounds that it 
does not qualify as “scientific.” Such critics affirm an extra-evidential principle known 
as “methodological naturalism.”  Methodological naturalism asserts that, as a matter 
of definition, for a hypothesis, theory, or explanation to qualify as “scientific,” it must 
invoke only naturalistic or materialistic entities. On that definition, critics say, the intelli-
gent design hypothesis does not qualify. Yet, even if one grants this definition, it does not 
follow that some nonscientific (as defined by methodological naturalism) or metaphysical 
hypothesis may not constitute a better, more causally adequate, explanation. This booklet 
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has argued that, whatever its classification, the design hypothesis does constitute a better 
explanation than its materialistic or naturalistic rivals for the origin of specified biological 
information. Surely, simply classifying an argument as ‘metaphysical’ does not refute it. 

In any case, methodological naturalism now lacks justification as a normative defi-
nition of science. First, attempts to justify methodological naturalism by reference to 
metaphysically neutral (that is, non-question-begging) demarcation criteria have failed.3 6 
Second, to assert methodological naturalism as a normative principle for all of science has 
a negative effect on the practice of certain scientific disciplines, especially the historical 
sciences. In origin-of-life research, for example, methodological naturalism artificially re-
stricts inquiry and prevents scientists from seeking some hypotheses that might provide 
the best, most causally adequate explanations. To be a truth-seeking endeavor, the ques-
tion that origin-of-life research must address is not “Which materialistic scenario seems 
most adequate?” but rather “What actually caused life to arise on earth?” Clearly, one pos-
sible answer to that latter question is this one: “Life was designed by an intelligent agent 
that existed before the advent of humans.” If one accepts methodological naturalism as 
normative, however, scientists are not allowed to consider the design hypothesis as possibly 
true. Such an exclusionary logic diminishes the significance of any claim of theoretical 
superiority for non-design hypotheses and raises the possibility that the best “scientific” 
explanation (as defined by methodological naturalism) may not be the best in fact. 

As many historians and philosophers of science now recognize, theory-evaluation is 
an inherently comparative enterprise. Theories that gain acceptance in artificially con-
strained competitions can claim to be neither “most probably true” nor “most empirically 
adequate.” At best, such theories can be considered the “most probably true or adequate 
among an artificially limited set of options.” Openness to the design hypothesis would 
seem necessary, therefore, to any fully rational historical biology—that is, to one that seeks 
the truth, “no holds barred.”  A historical biology committed to following the evidence 
wherever it leads will not exclude hypotheses a priori on metaphysical grounds. Instead, 
it will employ only metaphysically neutral criteria—such as explanatory power and causal 
adequacy—to evaluate competing hypotheses. Yet this more open (and seemingly ratio-
nal) approach to scientific theory evaluation would now suggest the theory of intelligent 
design as the best, most causally adequate, explanation for the origin of the information 
necessary to build the first living organism.37 
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DEEPER CONCLUSIONS 

A final question remains: who is the designer? The theory of intelligent design itself 
does not identify the designing intelligence responsible for life. Instead, it merely affirms 
based upon uniform experience that an intelligence of some kind must have played a role.  
Nevertheless, the theory does not prohibit scientists from engaging in further philosoph-
ical reflection about the nature and identity of the designing intelligence responsible for 
life. Indeed, the evidence of intelligent design may well have larger religious implications.   

There are two basic options.  Either the intelligence responsible for life is an intelli-
gent being within the cosmos or beyond the cosmos.  Either the designer is an immanent 
intelligence or a transcendent one—an alien or God.  

There are good reasons for thinking that the latter option provides a better expla-
nation. First, though some atheists and agnostic scientists have postulated an immanent 
intelligence as an explanation for the origin of the first life on earth, such a postulation 
does not actually solve the problem of the ultimate origin of biological information. Fran-
cis Crick and Fred Hoyle, for example, both proposed so-called “directed panspermia” 
models.  These suggested that life was intelligently designed (or seeded) by an intelligence 
within the cosmos—a space alien or extra-terrestrial agent—rather than by a transcendent 
intelligent God.  Richard Dawkins has also proposed this as an explanation for any pos-
sible “signature of intelligence” within the cell provided that scientists understand that 
the alien intelligence itself must have evolved by a purely undirected evolutionary process.   

Yet purely undirected chemical processes have not been able to account for the origin 
of the first life on earth precisely because they have not been able to explain the key signa-
ture of intelligence, namely, the information present in DNA.  How then does invoking 
these same kind of undirected processes at work in outer space solve the problem of life’s 
ultimate origin? Explaining the origin of life by reference to other life, albeit intelligent 
and extraterrestrial, only begs the question of the ultimate origin of life, and the informa-
tion necessary to produce it. 

Second, modern physics has now revealed evidence of design in the very fabric of 
the universe.  Since the 1960s physicists have recognized that the initial conditions and 
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the laws and constants of physics are finely tuned, against all odds, to make life possible. 
Even very slight alterations in the values of many independent factors—such as the initial 
distribution of mass-energy, the expansion rate of the universe, the precise ratio of the 
electromagnetic force to gravity—would render life impossible.38 Physicists now refer to 
these factors as “anthropic coincidences” and to the fortunate convergence of all these 
coincidences as the “fine-tuning of the universe.”  This fine-tuning, moreover, has been 
present from the very beginning of the universe itself and, thus, cannot be explained by 
any agent within the universe who arises after the beginning of the universe.  

Clearly, no intelligent being within the cosmos that arose after the beginning of the 
cosmos could be responsible for the fine-tuning of the laws and constants of physics that 
made its existence and evolution possible. Such an intelligent agent “inside” the universe 
might reconfigure or move matter and energy around in accord with the laws of nature.  
Nevertheless, no such being subject to those laws could possibly change the constants 
of physics, simply by changing the material state of the universe. Similarly, no intelligent 
being arising after the beginning of the universe could have set the initial conditions of 
the universe upon which its later evolution and existence would depend.  It follows that an 
immanent intelligence (an extraterrestrial alien, for instance) fails to qualify as a causally 
adequate explanation for the origin of the cosmic fine-tuning. Instead, the fine-tuning 
of the universe as a whole is better explained by an intelligent agent that transcends the 
universe, one that has the attributes that religious believers typically associate with God. 

Theism or Deism? 

Again, the question arises: who is the designer? As noted, the evidence of fine-tuning 
supports a transcendent intelligence. Yet both theism and deism posit such a being. So, 
are both worldviews equally able to explain the empirical evidence? As it happens, the 
evidence for intelligent design from the origin of life—as noted in this booklet—itself 
provides strong reasons to favor theism over deism. 

To see why, consider that deism conceives of God as acting only at the beginning of the 
universe. On this view, God is a master architect whose only (detectible) interaction with 
the universe occurred that the initial moment of creation. Subsequently, God ceased from 
any further known creative activity. The only forces at work after the Big Bang are natural 
(or physical) processes, the ones God set in motion to govern all subsequent events. While 
the cosmos was created by God, in effect it runs on physics and chemistry. Given that life 
emerged in the universe long after the origin of the universe itself, the advent of life must 
be due entirely to physical causes—the only ones operational at that time. The emergence 
of biological life had to have been the result of physics and chemistry. No divine hand was 
available. Thus, if deism is correct, then the emergence of the first life would have seam-
lessly emerged from a prior inorganic state—again, solely by natural causes, and without 
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any causal discontinuity in the transition from abiotic to biotic states.  
Yet this expectation does not match contemporary origin-of-life science. We have seen 

that all known natural causes—whether in the guise of chance, self-organization, RNA 
world, or the like—uniformly fail to explain the origin of genetic information. No known 
natural causes are capable of producing the biological information necessary for the first 
life. As we have seen, intelligent agency is the only known cause capable of producing the 
effect in question. But an agent acting in space and time—subsequent to the origin of 
the universe—is precisely what deism denies. Deism allows only a First Cause. As such, 
deism’s prediction of a clean transition from inorganic to organic—mediated entirely by 
natural processes—clearly fails to explain the infusion of information necessary to create 
the first life. An absent God does not account for the data. 

By contrast, theism holds that God not only acted as the initial cause of the universe, 
but also (i) sustains (or “upholds”) the cosmos in an ongoing fashion and, more directly, 
(ii) acts within the history of the universe, sometimes in ways that are overtly detectible 
to human beings. It is this last tenet that favors theism. In principle, this view allows (but 
does not require) God to act within time and space in ways that transcend the usual causal 
activity of physics and chemistry. Of course, on a theistic view, ‘the usual causal activity’ 
is simply a metaphor for God’s ordinary way of governing (or upholding) the cosmos. 
Yet within His normal way of governing the cosmos, God can also act in special ways to 
accomplish particular outcomes important to him. As such, on a theistic view one would 
not be surprised to find, within the history of the universe, the origin of phenomena that 
cannot be explained solely by the usual causes at work—i.e., by physical or chemical forces. 
Likewise, one would not be surprised to find that the origin of these phenomena can only 
be explained by the action of a mind.  

These expectations match our empirical data about the origin of the first life. Biolog-
ical information defies explanation by the resources of physics and chemistry; as we have 
seen, it is best explained by intelligent agency. This is exactly what theism allows. God is 
not merely a First Cause, but has the disposition to act discretely within time and space. 
The God of miracles fits the data beautifully.39

 

Follow the evidence 
 
Of course, many will still dismiss the evidence of design in life and the universe pre-

cisely because it does seem to have implications that are supportive of theistic belief.  They 
attempt to stigmatize the theory as nothing but “religion masquerading as science.”  

Yet the distasteful implications of the evidence for intelligent design (from an athe-
istic point of view) are not grounds for dismissing it.  To say otherwise confuses the evi-
dence for a theory with its possible implications.  Many scientists initially rejected the Big 
Bang theory because it seemed to challenge the idea of an eternally self-existent universe 
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and pointed to the need for a transcendent cause of matter, energy, space, and time.  But 
scientists eventually accepted the theory despite such apparently unpleasant implications 
because the evidence strongly supported it.  Today a similar metaphysical prejudice con-
fronts the case for intelligent design. Nevertheless, it too must be evaluated on the basis of 
the evidence rather than on our philosophical preferences or concerns about its possible 
religious implications. As Antony Flew—the long-time atheistic philosopher who later 
came to accept the evidence for intelligent design and the scientific case for God—insisted, 
we must “follow the evidence wherever it may lead.”4 0 
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